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Create a Blend:
Use LEA to Integrate Art and Reading
Paula Lawrence and Barbara Simmons
Texas Tech University
For several years the "Back to
Basics Movement," with its heavy emphasis on reading and arithmetic, has
been crowding aesthetic education
out of the curriculum. Cohen and
Gainer (1976) observed that "Many
adults regard art as a dispensable
frill in the curriculum." Because of
this restrictive definition of
"basics", many teachers are
decreasing the time allocated to the
teaching of art. However, reading
and art instruction can be integrated effectively when an
experience-based approach to
teaching art is combined with an
experience-based approach to
teaching reading (LanguageExperience Approach).
The premise of the Language Experience Approach (LEA) is that
what students think about, they can
talk about, and what they talk about
can be expressed in painting,
writing, or some other form.
Anything students write, they can
read (Lee and Allen, 1960). The
LEA approach to reading instruction suggested below describes a
unit on color.

STEP I:
Analyzing the Curriculum
and Providing the Stimulus
The first step when integrating
LEA and art is to analyze the art curriculum. Prerequisite content is introduced first, then concepts and
activities are presented in a logical
sequence. Experiences provide the
starting point and the needed
stimuli for students in both art and
LEA. For example, in a unit on color
the student will become totally involved in the creatiye processes of
observing, feeling, and doing. The
LEA experience can be related to
the study of color by focusing on its

three aspects: hue, value, and intensity. The initial experience or
stimulus for the entire class might be
a presentation of primary color
transparencies on the overhead projector and the creation of secondary
color relationships. This activity
reinforces color terms and shows the
basic relationships between primary
and secondary colors.

STEP 2:
Discussing and Synthesizing
A period of discussion follows the
experience with color. After a
direct, sensory experience, oral
language flows freely, without
restriction. Students share sensory
data through discussion. In this instance, oral discussion would follow
the experience and predictions
regarding outcomes of color mixing
would be made. Students might then
create color blot animals from tissue
paper. One primary color is chosen
and placed in the center of the
paper. By adding another primary
color and blotting it together, the
student can create a new color.
After drying, students can cut out
faces, create a construction paper
body, and decorate the animal.
Again, the activity is discussed.
Verbalization is promoted by asking students to tell about their color
blots. This technique helps students
to synthesize their thoughts.
Students are then asked to tell one
or two things about their creations.
The way the teacher asks the questions influences the student's
response. For instance, the teacher
might say, "Tell me one thing about
your color blot. Tell me another
thing about your color blot." In this
manner the teacher encourages the
formation of sentences. In addition,
limiting the student to telling one or
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two things reduces the focus. The
major goal is to enable the student to
repeat ("read") what was just said.
Limiting the length of dictation
facilitates a successful experience.

STEP 3:
Recording and Teacher Reading
of the Student's Dictation
Next, the student dictates a
sentence or two about the art creation to the teacher, an aide, or
another student, who writes exactly
what is dictated. The student's
response needs to be limited to a few
sentences to insure that the student
can recall what has just been said.
The teacher/recorder (T/R) reads
what has been written.
The T/R should not attempt dialectical respellings (e.g.: "dat for that),
because words are rarely spelled
dialectically in print. "That" will be
spelled "t-h-a-t", regardless of how
the student pronounces the word. If
the student says, "My animal don't
look red anymore" and the teacher
writes, "My animal doesn't look red
anymore". The student's speech has
been altered. This alteration makes
the likelihood that the student will
be successful in "reading" what was
just said less probable. "Doesn't" is
not spelled "don't". Such a substitution misrepresents phonemegrapheme correspondences and confuses students.
The T/R reads the LEA story aloud
a second time and asks "Is that
right?" "Is that exactly what you
said?" The T/R thereby reinforces
what the student has said. Reading
the composition back to the students
serves to enhance pupils' self
esteem, and aids immediate recall
by permitting them to hear their dictation another time.

STEP 4:
Student Reading
In this stage, the student is asked
to "read" what has been written.
Because several oral repetitions
have occurred, students can hardly
fail! This step allows students to read
about what they experienced in Step
1.

STEP 5:
Providing for Reinforcement
After the dictation, students
underline known words. This provides positive reinforcement and
permits students to analyze their
reading progress. Individual LEA
transcripts can be numbered and retained in Art/LEA notebooks. When
known words are reprinted on
cards, with the transcript number on
the back, students can then match
the number to the original experience. In this way students can
independently return unknown
words to the original context and
gain independence in word
recognition. The picture clue will
aid them in this process.
The number of days required for a
given student will vary, but the
structure and sequence is-important
and enables nonreaders to acquire a
foundation of known sight words
(words recognized instantly). The
most desirable arrangement for a
nonreader would be to have a
special reading teacher who is reinforcing the content of regular
reading classes through LEA stimuli
and an art teacher who is reinforcing reading instruction during art
class . In such a situation, a
multitude of dictations would be in
process at the same time.
In many classrooms, teachers encounter students with skills ranging
from nonreader through college
level. The experience approach to
teaching art and reading makes it
possible for teachers to differentiate
student assignments. For students
who are reading one year above,
one year below or on grade level,
LEA activities might consist of an
experience (stimulus) and student
written activities. Activities for
nonreaders would involve student
dictation using the LEA structured
sequence outlined previously.
Although students experience the
same initial stimulus, follow-up activities are differe~tiated to meet the

needs of individual students. The
following examples for an intermediate or junior high school
classroom illustrate differentiation
of assignments using art as the content.
STIMULUS l: Color Fortune
Telling

Whole Class: (LEA Affective
Feelings ART) Using eight colors,
each student will pick a color. From
this color, the student's personality
will be described. Information for
the color personality comes from the
Lucher Color Test . Students enjoy
listening to the color fortunes of
their classmates.
Group l: (Nonreaders) Students
draw self portraits dressed in the
color of their selection Then they
dictate sentences telling why that
color was chosen. The LEA sequence follows.
Group 2: (Grade Level) Students
write a creative poem about their
favorite color. The poetry will be
entered in art/LEA notebook.
STIMULUS 2: Film Experience

Whole

Class:

(LEA,

Art,

Language Arts) Students are asked
to wear black and white clothing to
school. On that day, the film, "The
Day the Colors Went Away" will be
shown. The way color enhances our
environment will be discussed.

Group 1: (Nonreaders) Using
words from their word bank, this
group will fill in the open-ended
sentences given by the teacher. Example: The color of
makes me feel _ _ _ __
Group 2: (Below grade level) This
group will write a story about what
they would miss if our world were
just black and white. Self editing
will be used.
Group 3: (Grade Level) This
group will be assigned a five day
creative writing assignment. They
are to pretend that they have visited
a colorless planet. They will write
their adventures and reactions in a
journal. Self editing will be used.
STIMULUS 3: Comic Color

Whole Class: The color an object
reflects to our eye depends in part
on the color of the light that falls
upon it. An apple appears red
because it reflects red light. To show
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students what happens when there is
no red light to reflect, close shutters
and turn off overhead lights. Then
shine green light on the apple and
then a blue light. The results are
dramatic. Put a Sunday comic page
on the blackboard and look at it
under various colored lights.
Students are amazed to see the "colors" of the comic strip as they never
saw them before. Discussion will
follow .

Group 1: (Nonreaders) First they
dictate the experience for an
Art/ LEA notebook . Then this group
takes known words from their word
banks and creates a comic strip. A
simple four frame format is effective.
Students dictate simple sentences
for the captions.
Group 2: (Below Grade Level)
Students in this group write a summary of their observations in their
Art/LEA notebooks. They also
create a comic strip using primary
colors.
Group 3: (Grade Level) Each student creates a comic strip dealing
with some aspect of cotor. Research
may be needed. The comic strip can
be up to 16 frames in length.
Whole Class: The class will share
their comic strips.
STIMULUS 4: Color Readers'
Theater

Whole Class: (Art, Language
Arts, Concluding Lesson) Each student works in a group on a script
about color. Names, places, songs,
moods, feelings, and jokes are
related to color. The three groups
combine their information and
select the most interesting ideas.
Two people act as editors.
Parts are assigned, props made,
and students practice oral reading.
(Group 1 will be assigned parts that
contain their known vocabularies.)
A final performance is presented to
other classes. This activity serves as
a means for integrating factual,
scientific, musical, and affective
knowledge about color.
There are common elements in
each group's assignment; however,
assignments are differentiated to
meet individual student needs. All
students either dictate or record all
experiences (stimuli), maintain a

written record (Art/LEA notebook),
and maintain a vocabulary bank (for
sight words or vocabulary extension) . By presenting students with
the same stimulus, utilizing the LEA,
and differentiating assignments,
teachers of art can involve the
nonreader or the very poor reader in
regular classroom activities. The art
teacher thus helps the nonreader to
gain reading skills during the
period allotted to art.
Teachers who wish to utilize LEA
will enlist the help of volunteers or
peer tutors to promote flexibility and
to facilitate their efforts.
Now is the time to return to all of
the basics. Because art can easily
enhance the teaching of reading,
there is no reason to eliminate it
from the school curriculum. Use the
LEA to help you integrate two basics
- art and reading.
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